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Only if
Result/
matter...

Industry leaders a r e
i n d e e d interesting
animals. They seem to
quietly plod along,
doing what they do,
without much fanfare.
Their strategies are
seldom viewed as
fashionable, as they
-^
seem to return to a core
•^
of proven, reliable
•^ I principles and behaviors.
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While the followers
* and also-rans struggle to
identify the newest approaches, state-of-the-art
methodologies and "best practices", the long-term
leaders quietly revise, refine and polish, while never
abandoning the basics. In turn, they continue to dominate, insisting on setting rather than following trends.
On the surface they look, at times, boring, stagnant and utterly predictable. They should therefore,
be easy to defeat, but this seldom occurs. When we
peel back the superficial layers of these organizations
there are strong common denominators. Following is
a list of 12 Attributes of Industry Leaders—key
values and behaviors that industry leaders
emphasize—with consistently superior results.
Invest in Employee Development
While many companies view training and
development as expenses to be tolerated and
minimized, these organizations view development
as an investment—one that is absolutely critical to
ongoing success. Managers are seen as developers
of people, with the belief that highly trained people
are required to produce high quality results.
Big Picture foeu/
Employees at all levels have a very clear understanding of where they fit into the creation
of organizational results. They are able to translate
mission/vision statements and senior management
directives into day-to-day operational behaviors,
invoking individual creativity along the way. While
others speak of ownership and empowerment, they
live it.
Constructive Conflict
Consensus and quick agreement are
secondary to innovation, and team members are
encouraged to come up with "a better way".
Managers who use fear, threat and coercion to
"keep people in line" are pushed aside, while those
who tap into the intelligence of their people by
encouraging disciplined disagreement are rewarded.
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The motives of employees and customers are
clearly understood. "Why does Mary Doe want to
work here?" and "Why would Customer X want to
do business with us?" are the basic questions that
drive the organization. By identifying and tapping
into individual employee motive, the organization
gains access to levels of employee mission commitment, drive, creativity, enthusiasm, initiative and
loyalty that the competition can only dream of.
listening
The barriers to listening are understood.
(i.e. The fact that our brains process information at
light speed while the spoken word is delivered at a
snail's pace). This human deficiency is addressed
through explicit training and reminders, creating an
environment where team members do not interrupt
each other—where people actually "hear" and
question each other, and where real discourse takes
place. Different communication styles are acknowledged and encouraged, rather than tolerated.
Relationship/, not Transaction;
Emphasis is placed on building relationships
of dignity and respect with customers, employees
and other stakeholders. These relationships are held
supreme, and are not exchangeable for highly
profitable short-term transactions. Measurement
systems are keenly attuned to the fact that
short-term, transaction-based profit maximization
only leads to long-term competitor happiness.
Cultivate leaders. Hot Managers
Titles are less important than ideas. Nondesignated leaders are identified, developed and
relied upon to display thinking and behavior that
takes the organization to another level. Those who do
not want to be promoted into management are presented with viable leadership options as individual
contributors, so that they remain challenged—and
their expertise is used to grow the organization. The
role of Nocks (Non-Commissioned Officers) in the
military is a model solution to this dilemma that has
been around longer than dirt and is still successful.
Ignore ffl.ffl.ft
management by Magazine flrticle, the
tendency of some management teams to embrace a
new approach every month, is strictly forbidden,
and in fact, laughed at. Fashionable trends and
passing fancies are ignored in favor of solid thinking.
Innovation occurs because teams think their way to
the next plateau, not by following bandwagons.
Oleor totalities

Everyone understands that the world is not
random. There is a systemic order to the way in
which problems and solutions evolve. Equally
important, there is recognition that we will not get
everything done, so focus is placed on getting the
2 or 3 most important things done, in the right
sequence. Seldom do you hear employees complain
that "I have SO MUCH work", even though, in fact
they are more productive than most.
Output/, lot Inputs
Team members are measured on results, not
hours worked. Long hours are discouraged, as they
are seen as a symptom of an organizational
deficiency, rather than a badge of honor. There is

an expectation that the system will train each
individual properly and that workload distribution is
fair and equitable. Rather than trying to impress the
boss with long hours, employees are focused on
measurement criteria that emphasize delivered value.
Value Creation
The needs of the customer are primary, and at
the end of the day, employees are expected to have
moved the team a step closer to delivery of value to
a customer. Nothing else is more important.
Combined with a focus on employee motive,
management has a clear understanding of the
delicate balance that must be achieved.
Work/life Balance
There is an explicit understanding that if
all the above is achieved while divorce rates,
alcoholism, spousal abuse, hospital visits etc.
increase, then the organization has failed.
Employees are expected to take their allotted
vacation time, to work "sane" hours, and to have a
life. All of this stems from the belief that if work
contaminates or detracts from home life, in due
time the employee will either a) leave or b) stay and
become increasingly discontented and counter-productive, neither of which is desirable or profitable.
Who are these organizations? Their names are
familiar: AT&T, IBM, XEROX, GE, Air France,
Deutsche Telecom, The United States Marine
Corps, Airbus Industries. And their results are
staggering. A close look at the track records of these
organizations will find superior performance, quick
recovery rates when failures occur, strong core
principles that remain unchanged, abnormally low
attrition rates, and abnormally high customer and
employee satisfaction rates.
Example: A mere 5-7 years ago, "the death of
IBM" was widely predicted. IBM stock price
dropped to 42. At the same time, the "death of the
mainframe" has been predicted for the last 15 years
by various "experts." At the time of this writing
IBM stock had reached 246, including a split a few
years ago. (How many stocks do you own that have
ever reached 200?) In the meantime, it's highly likely that your phone bill, airline ticket, credit card,
and life insurance are still being processed by an
IBM mainframe.
The attributes of these organizations are so
deeply ingrained that they have become "second
nature", where many members are not even
consciously aware that the behaviors are occurring.
It's in the very air that they breathe.
This pervasiveness is maintained through a
system of constant reminders—during recruitment,
orientation and career-long training—and is
evidenced in every meeting, proposal, waterfountain chat, team gathering, annual report and
coaching session.
So what? Does your company or organization
display these attributes? Is it worth the time and
money required to develop these attributes? Should
you bother? Clearly, only if results matter. ^
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